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� Pr e sent Kno·,rledge of Ophthalmoloi::;y in Relation 1.Q_ Aviation.
Introduction:
'Vith the development of civilization through the ages many
new experiences hav e been met by man and to which he has had to
adapt himself.

Man has long dreamed of flying, and has probably

envied the flight and grace of th e birds since primitive man. This
dream has only rece ntly and partially been fulfilled.

'Yith mechan

ical ingenuity man has constructed an apJ.,•aratus, given the title
of airplane, in which h e cqn ride and direct at will through space.
Man primarily was not created for flying but for a terrestrial
e xist e nce

and because of this he undergoes relatively greater

strain when performing this act, in his man made machin es, than
the animals created and designated by nature for flying.

Secondar

ily the normal li�its of physiological adaptati on have been exceeded
by ma n in his conquest of the ai r, and although he is not as well
adapted he has induced a greater strain on his anatomical ll,akeup
through the d e velopernent of the airplane.

The airplane will fly

faster and go higher than any of the creations by nature for flying,.
Man has also infroduced the act of rapid m<1neuvers at hi13". h speeds
in
and at low and high altitudes V'.:,rying his c:mrse and altJ.tude

ing
a matter of seconds, thus straining to the maximum and exceed
compensate
the l�its of physiological adaptation of the body to
The airp lane he.s
for his morphological and anatomicf,.l development.
in aviation since
changed greatly and..many advances hav e been made

'\.._.,

..

}·
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the advent of heavier than aircraft, but duri_ng this time man
has not changed.
Today flying is the hobby of many individuals, to others

it is their occupa.t ion, and to the people of the' world in
general it is a vital implement of war and of peace. With �he

whole world at war the value of aviation at the present time is
very apparent.

Military aviation is rapidly, and �eeessarily

so, being greatly expanded.

Commercial aviation is proving i;:h

worth and value more than ever before, providing rapid traAs•
portation for individuals and also as a means of rapid .trans
portation of industrial necessities.

In peace time aviatioll

has and will assume its proper position in eiviliza�ion.
- 'Nith the <entire population intensely interested itt aviation.
as viewed from the industrial stardpoint and also the efticitnGt
standpoint, aviation medicine thus comes into a very prominent
position.

Aviation medicine is concerned with the selection.

c&re and conservation of flying personnel and thus is an use.ntial
element· in aviation as a whole.
,. This thesis embodies one of the important aspects of the
field of aviation medicine.

It will include a sho�t summary of

the history of aviation and aviation medicine, general eorrialenta
concerning the value of the eye in aviation, .examinat:I.OJI

of'_t•hft.

eye and appro!imate standards tor diaqualification, problem-.: .·
concerned with aviation in reference to the eye,; an4 .a 1br;;J1 ..•·
summary.

3.

Tt mqy be assumed thP.t undoubtedly great strides are being
made in this field every d2y under the stL;ulis of 1)resent world
conditions.

In a field so constantly chan�ing and evolving it

::nust be born i� rrii'1d th<>t even as· this is beirig written new
developments are bein� made, and cannot be eabod:i.ed in this
thesis as it is not available.

4

Historys

The development of aviatiOp medicine and aviation it self go
i

hand in hand with each oher, with some of the basic principles

being laid down from time to time by the early workers and t.rie

bulk of work taking place since the beginning of the World War I.

We hear very little of any actual attempts to fly from biblical

times to the thirteenth century, however, during this latter period

many predictions were made by Roger Bacon, a brillant scientist,

which have since come true. Leqnardo da'Vinci is famous, for his

model aircrartor the hslipopter ltype.

In 1782 he Montgolfier Brothers or France constructed a small

light silk bag lined with paper and then filled it with smoke and

upon its release it floated to tlhe top of the room. From the

. early models th,y constructed l�ger ones in which they sent up

respectively, in order or their aacent, a chicken, a duck, and a
sheep.

In October 1783, the first tactual flight of any consequence

to be made by man was made by Pi�atre de Rozier, a french nobleman,

who ascended in a smoke filled balloon.

· Following this two years la]ter Dr. John Jeffreys, an American

and Jean Pierre Francois Blancho d, a frenchman made a flight in

a Hydrogen filled balloon from D ver England to Calus France; and
thus establishedthe first transo eanic flight.

Dr. Jeffreys only concern was
he cannot be given the:-eredit

However, since

aviation and not aviation medicine

being the first flight surgeon. (JS}
,

f·1i
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In the following years balloona were gradually improved�
_
more flights made by the early men .interested in aviation.

Due

to several accidents that oocured aviation medicine wu started.
Glai1her and Coxwell, ia 1862, ma.\ie a balloon uoent to•
altitude of around 2,,000 feet.

Glaieher .pibl,iebed &11 UCOl,IIS1

of tllie aQd. other tl�hte and in theae ac�owit• were �,.... of
etrange aymptlna that developecl u the two • ,...,._...•.. :9��
· notictd loea· of vfnaal &Olt·ity and. �'• � fd �-�·
an4·

arm,

. · ...... pan1.,-a1,.
Paul.. Bert, •

laa• .· .

.,·•••:r1 oe.,a.�,:.....�,:''""'.

ad,t� .• 1 ..
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phpeiologi••. aft.-
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'

ttncl ao lMgan a st.114y ott11ta:·.a-,.,.•.. -Go��.t.JII ..��·�-�
.

.'

nu: nd:19f'e.tJrooe am :5eve1

'

·,

no llillll• a. .M:Jl� tl.... �:

•Jd>

ia•••ner. roll�ng ia the cluele •••rt;etioa of i-. 1-.1:i,r:

p.n · ot•i•- fU.ght

'l't,._,_.. 1ml ....,

in

now c:ome.to the fateful:..._ .. ._.._ ..� ._,,wf1if·'
t.hft· �-h action c.t Ndu�4� J>Jt,�.- Hi •U.••- -�-·,···�· �......
W .-fMd .•• I woie·.-.ert-.iiar•.• ��:I·ll•J.*·•.'•·•Up/.•. ·
reo&l\eotion of writig. 'fe tr•• :rf•UC• � ta puAi..
"I

n

.

.,

s.-vei ehuta bia .e,ea.

·•kvi•
.

Croce. al•o
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'

, , .

bta •1••• ••.at �,G.QO � .

the, cond�tion of. torpor that OVitfCOIIMP• o•- 1• 6*.t�d�,.:<ao4-7
AAd ·mind kco1ae ·te•bler. · �· ie,no -.,,_.�, .OD tile ...._,
oM feels an

imrU"dJov,

'.r,...,_�

'

.

is no t�ht

.
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position; one rises and is glad to be rising.

I soon felt myself

so weak that I could not even turn my head to look at my companions•••
I wish to call out that we were now at 26,000 feet, but my tongue
was paraly,ed ••••All at once I shut my eyes and fell down powerl�ss,
and lost all further memory.''
The balloon ascended to 28,820 feet with the flight ending in
disaster as only Tissandier survived from the flight.
Following this disaster Bert con�inued his work with greater
effort and three years later published his famous "La Pression
Barometrique".

This valuable work has been almost entirely over

looked and forgotten in our present d�y, but many basic ideas
were laid down by him which aid in a thorcugh knowledge of aviation
medicine.
Bert's work which was done directly in connection with the
problems of aviation medicine and bec$.use of this we must confer
upon him the honor of being the father, or at least the grandfather,
of aviation medicine as well as that of being the first flight
surgeon.
other than Bert's work, mediciae i had little to do with aviation
for several years. Only a few scattered articles, as late as the
ye.ar 1910, appeared in the medical literature on aviation medicine
and those mostly of epecijlative natur$. (1)
Although we have no definite wor� of any extent being done
in aviation medicine in Europe betwee� 1910-1914 we know that the

..
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Germans were studing the requirements necessary for aviators.

In

1910 the Germane putlishedtbe minimum standards required for
military pilots, and in June 1913, Ernst Koschell made a further
report ontbe minimum physical standards for aircra� pilots. A
medical contol of avators was functioning regularly in Germany by
1915. ( 44)
In France there appeared a government circular relative to
the medical examination of aviators on September 2, 1912 although
">t.

the necessityof this was not affirmed till two to three years
later.· The first special medical service for aviators was established
in Paris under the direction of Doctors Camus and Napper on November

a,

1917, and shortly afterwards an analogous service at the

training center at Chartres was organized.
In the United States the first record of anything pertaining
to aviation medicine appeared on lt�eb�uary 2, 1912 when tne Wi:.r
Department published the first instructions concerning the physical
examination of aviators.

In general, aviation medicine in the

United States lagged behind that 0£ Europe till 1917. (1)
With the expansion of aviation in the military services
during the World War I there developed an intenee interest in

avition medicine and dating since that time rapid advances have

been made.

The first problem which engaged the attention of the

workers was that of selection of pilotst as it had been noted
that about 90 per

i)&nt

of ,t}le accidente were due to defects in

a.

the pilots'themselves.

This established the fact that a man fit

for general military service was. not necesso.rily fit for aviation.
Consequently during 1916-1917 a great effort was made to increase
the physical standards for flyirg training and to determine the
attributes which good pilots shou�d be required to possess. (46)
Medical departments;;as intergral parts of the air services
were established by the end of 1917,by the Allies and Germany.
Included in these units were the beet specialists of their
respective count-ies. Those in England and in Europe who contributed
most to aviation medicine during that period were Anderson, Birley,
Douglas, Dreyer, Flack, Haldane, and Priestley in England; Agg..sotti,
Gradenigo, and Herlitzka in Italy; Bayne, Camus, Cruchet, Garsaux,
Nepper, Manblanc, Moulinier, and Ratie in France; and Anders,
Koschell, Krnfeld, Von Schrotter, Selz, Stern and Zade in Germany. (44)
In the United States Major Theodore C. Lyster was intrigued
with this subject for several years before our country entered the
war and to him goes the credit for creating aviation medicine in
this country. (24)

In 1917 Major T. C. Lyster and Lieut. William

H. Wilmer revied the original Army aviation physical examination
form and in May, a month after war was declared, an entirely new
examination for flying was drawn up by Colonel Lyster and Coloneh
I. H. Jones. (l)
Shortly af'ter this, physical examination units were assembled
in thirty-five or the principal cities of thi• country to recruit

i

1
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•

I

and examine candidate, tor the Army Air Service.

'l'heae units were

later increased to sixty-seven and approximately .100,000 applicants
for flying t:ba.ining were examined during the war.

As trained unite

of the Air Service nre sent overaeaa -.edical officer• waN .._.•ia.•td
Today very ta. people realise that ..

to .accompany the11.( 46)

atr

aotually entered the nr wit.h . .P"sttctioally no

Hniae).t �.

-ln one ye� Ud a halt, at the time ot the armiatic•, ,.. heel -�J.j
.

12,000 pil•; more than all he. aerd:c.ee ot our

.-1.U•e.. a-�
.

enemiea combined.(24)
After the recruiting hi.Cl been eatabliahed Dr.

Lfner

and J9_.

. were sent oTeraeaa .in Octe>b�r 1917 to �u4y .aviat�on ..a101&a.•*'1
$?Clam, �uoe,
intormation.(46)
'

)

.

Surgeon in i'rance durirg th• W6rld War I_, Wt.�r _gi,..•
....

.

J'l��
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'

i

.

.

,

>
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.
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"The practioal applj;ce.tion ot .A.viat·ion l(ediei,ie ��
mch value in the. u.-.
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•
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· • ·
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.naponee- to ·a cable ·fl:'om General PerebilC• '
.. ar,up_ of 34;>�0,'icap.
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.Qd 15 nliated men {1'ho had been t�. ,. &per&\,� �}
Nlbarkecl tor •en••·in tl;l.eA.1:.r.
"Colonel f,. R. Boggi, ll•

o.,

who. ·llild .- a��·••·

ot the .ur· S�a of our Al.11•• wu 4Mignat.S

lllidica3. �·.·.

Ur S:em••. Colo-nel Wilaer wait .4••ig•,-4 "all'Cton iJl ..... �l-.
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at Issoudon on September 2, 1918.
"On October 15, 1918, at the offters' meeting the following
report was made: In spite of the shortening days and increasing
inclement weather, "Excess of flying hours over previous records
were per day, 22.11; week, 759.03; month, 1,869.47; and from
October 3 to October 15.there had been the best record of 4,436.46
flying hours without a death." On October 17, it was announced that
for the first time in the history of the fields, there were 600
planes in commission. To this great improvement in flying conditions,
Aviation :Medicine contributed largely."(46)
While at home here in the United States, duriz'lk this period,
a "Medical Research Board" was appointed by the Adjutant General's
Offlee of he Army to act as a standing medical board to investigate
all conditions which affected the efficiency of military pilots
and to consider all mattere pertaining to their physical and mental
fitness.(24)

First action taken by this board was to establish a

medical research laboratory and carry on research.
In May 1�19, a new section of the Air iervic• Medical Aesearch
Laboratory had been established for the purpose of training Fl�ht
•
Surgeons for duty with Air Service Organizations. This new section
was called the "School for Flight Surgeons" and along with the
parent organization was moved .to Mitchell Field, L. I. , in Nov. of
that same year. The school continued to function after the a...earch
Laboratory was abandoned in February 1921. The former 1f11B recognized

11.

as a Special Serv*e School and, as such, placed on a permar.1ent
baeis.

That year a fire destroyed the school buildings; and most

of the eqdpment but the work was carried on in temporary quarters.

In �ecember, 1922 the llalM of the school was chw,ged to "School
of Aviation Medtiine".

In June, 1926 the school was moved.from

Mitchell Field to Brooke Field, Texas and in October, 1931 'ifJ
Randolph Field, Te•as.
York in research along various lines haa be.a ""°iM oa
constantly ainoe the establishment of the school and mOib.._..
been acco�lished by �tin the field of aviation �cino.
The flood of papers on aviation medicine beilg fllbl.iehed
between 1918-1920 had dropped to a bare trickle by 1925.aad tbe..
mostly a reTiew of earlier work•.

In 1926 MaJor David A. llyen

of the Army Jlediou e.r,.,: 114 the original research on the
,
physiology of bli11(t flight.

!hi1 work established the basic

principals on which our pr•IN'dt blind flying equipnent i9 bu-4,
and alao has had a efteri

n

technical developaent. ot
\

tl11n&•

There were few cfivelopmente in the field or Piation itaeli',
both in this country and in Europe, following the. War up to 1926.
However, about this time new developnent s in the field of aviation
were being me.de in this country

ana were oeiiag parellelecl.oy

in most of the other leading
•Smiliar
actiiritie•
.
'
.
.

· aviation medicine &nllt

e�*ie,: of'

ta.,....-,..,, ..........,_.��.

.

. .

with an

the
.
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increase in the number, of contributions to periodicals.
Publications directly connected with aviation medicine came
into being when in 1929 an association of flight surgeons was
formed in the United .,tatea and its official puplication, the
Journal of Aviation Medicine, aaiablished.
regularly since March 1, 1930.

It has been published
'\II

In 1932 the Polish Review of

Aviation began publication in Warsaw and from 1933- to 1936 tne
Acta Aerophysiologica was published in Hamburg.

In 1935 Schunert

� 'J
.'"' ;.�

,j

of Pragpubliahed his Physiologie des �ensehen im Flugseug.
Since 1936 Lu�fahrtmedizin has been published in Berlin •. On
January 1, 1937 the School of Aviation Medicine began the issue
of Flight Surgeons Topics "A medium for :the. exchange of ideas,
wherein one need not hew to the line but can let the axe £all
where it may."
Around 1933 a new interest in aviation medicine brought on a
general re .:. establishment of aero-medical rese.arch laboratoi-iea
throughout the world and by 1938 these laborator66s were well
developed and in full swing in most ot the �or countries of the.
world.{l}
In the United States in the first three years of the Labore.tor,' s
existence over sixty research projects have been completed and
it has exerted a profound influence on the desig�, construction,
and operation of' military and commercial airer� ·and also aircraft
equipment in

S()

far a• the: human: •i._aeat is concerned•

.,
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On April 15, 1938 it was officially announced that a second
research laboatory for aviation medicine was under construction in
this country.

This was the Medical Science Station of the Civil

Aeronaut.ics Authority which has now been established at Kaneaa "'ity,
Mo.; and whose ma.in purpose is to study the research problems in
aviation medicine wi�a epecific reference to civil aviation.·
11ot'k in aero-medical problems has also been carried on g��erally
irt medical research laboratories in th$

pllS't

£ft years and the

#laJor air linea have also establielld labora\ort•• for the uae of

their Medical Directors.

Thus the recent rapid advance in our knowledge or aviation
medicine is related not onl!r to the expansion of the .ra:Uitvy air
forces in this country• but also the rapid growth of coaaercial
air transport thr.ough which the general poPQ,lation is now being
exposed to the effects of flight. This in turn has created a
need among the general medical profeeeion for an understanding ot
the principals of aviation medicine and there ie definite evid.eace
of a rapidly growing interest being manifested by this group.(1)

14.

General Comments Concerning the Value of the Eye in Aviation,
It would be well a.t this time to present several reasons for
the growing interest in aviation medicine and also the necessity
of such a field in the Medical World: First, quite a few members
of the medical profession are authorized medical examiners of
airplane pilots for the United �tates Department of Commerce and

. i

the Civil Aeronautics Department of Commerce and the Civil
Aeronautics Authority; second, aviation is the subject of worldwide
discus sion at present and the younger generation is very much
air-minded., Practically all the high school boys in the nation anu
probably throughout the World would take up flying tomo,row if
they had such an opportunity; third, this nation must, for its own
safety, maintain a air force of many thousands of pilots, and first
line pilots at that, ready for any emergency. Young pilots must
replace the older ones yearly, for flying is truly a young man's
game. (7)
Aviation Medtcine�as it has come to be termed, is really a

specialty comprising certain phases of several other specialities.
There is a certain amount of ophthalmology, otology, internal
medicine, psychology, neuropsychiatry, and physiology as ap�lied

to flying, required by the specialist in aviation medicine, who has
been termed in the United States, the "Flight Surgeon".

It has been

shown in the brief review of the history of development that tnis
field of study is relatively new, that the bulk of the work has

!

I
i

I
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been accomplished in the past few years 9 that certai� active periods
of time in which more interest .in the· subject has existed. and now
exista 9 andihat it baa followed the developnent and aided in the
development or aviation itself.
Since thi1 the•• concerns Q!ll:. Pr!l!R� Kno!,ldc1

-1!1 Relati.on

'!!t.Avit'\i..on,. the further discussion

ot

.!t..Qai1:il�Mi"Uf

•+att,e>n -.ti.ow

ae a whole will be 4t1penaed with 9 at the aarae tuie realid.,ag �,
in this f'ield the thorough understanding of individual and �
matter or all avfi.tion medicine are lntimatel7 related .... in ..:
o:ther phaae or field

or

medicine. all ia aaaociated.

In order f �r . a pilot to operate at1J type

"nd

ot

&iron.ft ;:•t•lY

efficiently, his. coml>ined vieual elements m. at tunetion .in a

raanner to inaure full visual ef'f'ici&ncy without u•• aer"fC>laa or
muscular atreee.( 43).
Nothing is of greater imp0rtance to the pilot th� hh �(!15)
and tt is generally agreed among authoritie1 in aT1at:t.on •ioiM
that a normal optical ayst• is o.•

j

ilaf'ety in aviation.(l)

•

or

the primary r•(fliaitea tor
•

•

A.a stated by Bean• "In avu.tih, ae ia

other occupation or industrial act1Tity, perteot eye sight oi".

1IO .

ao,-.l.

· ·vision is eBBe�ial tor the highest· efficiency &!ML •af'�7:(')
It is at once obvious to tho1e intenstad. .in .av:.ia:lion .that
the optical requirements of the aviator are much more than ••Z,11.
" good eight"; tor when mail undertook the. conquest of the air, DIIUIJ
adjuatmente i� hie visual and paycho-vieual reactions became
�:

.·. �.
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necessary in order to accomplish mastery of this new experience.(33)
Withthe ever increasing complexity,�of the unnatural task, of
piloting a heavier than air mechanism demands a good deal more of
its practioners than a good sense of ltbalance in the pants" good
balanced vision is of primary importance. (39)
When flying was in its infancy certain regulations were adopted
as the ocular requ.irements.

Flying was a new field and the ocular

requirements could not be based on experience relative to flying
and were, therefore, more or less arbitrary.

These requirements

are the assumed limits believed by ophthalmologists to be within
which ocular efficiertcy can be maintained under varying conditions.
From a purely scientific standpoint it has never been demon
strated, in aviation, that these limits are justified in all insta.nees.
The lack of conclusie proof does not, however, warrant relaxation
of the ociar requirements because the basis on which they are
founded are sound.

It may be said that the more efficient the

ocular equipment of a person the more reliable he will be as a
flier and more enduring will be his flying- career.
As the eyes are of the utmost import-a.nee in aviation, the

routine ocular examirtatiot\ ts searching, particularly so when
student pilots are examined.(43) Examination by the flight surgeon
must be understandingly and strictly applied for all the required
teats in order to determine the presence or lack or mormal,visual
acuity in the callll.date ,for :f'1ying. Much of the responsibility

17.

must be accepted by the flight surgeon in the selection of aviation
trainees and in their care after graduation.

The flight surgeon

must be thoroughly aware of the phyeieal standards demanded of the
pilots, and must stritly Jpply them. In so doing he discharges

a

high duty to the individual, his fellows, and the Government.(39)
I

Any visual defects present in the individual about to take flight
training or the trained pilot must be recognised; for if he goes up
in the air, without the detects being recognized, the result
might bt A sirious collision or other accident.(25)
The Qpb.thalmologist and the flight surgeon know that·all persona
are not equally aeneitive to ocular defects, either under normal
cond�tions or while wnder nervous, mental or ocular stress. One
person may tolerate, seemingly with full efficiency and without
the slightestdiscomfort, surprisingly large defects. while another
under identical conditions cannot tolerate a defect one quarter

'

aa large without the greatest discomfort and without impairment
or run4tion. Because or this disparity in tolerance it becomes
·difficult. to evaluate the importance of seemingly trivial detects.
Therefore it ie necessary, in order to reduce to the minimum the
number of persons who may become incapacitated later, that a
. certain high standard be maintained that ia applicable to all.(.43)
Knowing the importance or the eyes in flying the e.xami,ner
tries to make sure t� tru, muscle balance and visual Judgement ot
the pilot are perfect' .or full.fil all the requirements of regulations,

18.

to insure careful and accurate flying, yet changes may occur shortly
after the surgeon passes on the pilot. Often these changes in the
eyee and development of the visual defects are slow but progressive;
and they do not becoffie apparent to the pilot or the flight surgeon
until something unusual occurs.(25)
\Vhile oculs.r effic:iency is recognized as being essential to
the efficient flier, there are exceptions.

There is on record

one person who, having lost an eye, not only learned to fly with
this defect but became remarkably proficient and internationally
famous as a pilot.

It is reported that an exceptional amount of

training was necessary in order to compensate for his ocular defect.
The aforementioned record does not, however, lesson the imvortance
of mcular efficiency. To assume that all persons with monocular
vision can become safe and proficient pilots is equal to assuming
that all persons afflicted as is Miss Helen Keller can equal her
achievements. (43)
Good visual acuity alone is not adequate to qualify for flying
training and the total function of the eye must be investigated
and examined.(l)

This is necessary for the pilotage of heavier th&.n

aircra� in that the_ high speed at which airplanes travel; the
necessity of avoi�ing obstacles in the air; the judgment of
distance in take•ot'fs and. landings; the necessity of correctly
inte�preting colored signals and lights; the ability to recogniae
the gray horion orlhe false horizon at night; and the necessity

I

_;i

�l
I
;
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focusingihe eyes on distant objects, then the instrument panel

or

and fro� there to the maps on the knees and back again.(25) · The

difference i.n scope between the eye examination for ground officers,
and for flying officers of the United States Army., can· beat be
realized when it is .known �hat the tormer coneilta ot tbr1e ielt•
while the latter eoneicrte of no less than f ourieen.(l')
i

'l'he d1'lee of a.J.l aviators are not .of the aw. •••
1.'*1� (M,
..
� :
' .

; '
·

condition� under which they fly differ in

.

:

:.,;· ......-, ·-.

' /

m-, �4J.ti'I•· .•.,

. '•

in the choice of pilots for .civil and tor mil.\t,�. av1·t;�oa.
In commercial flying the pilot is eurustecl 1'1\h ttie :,�l•••; e>t
a mamber of paasengers.

The primary demand is· tor eid\ey; �ir•�
:;?�-' . -. -. · . .
a.bi�ity, and safety tacton must not be ••crificed. in the ��,�:�(��'L�;": �:
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of speed.
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acuity is not of such param,:,unt importance.
Nhatever form of flying aspirants wish to f(?llow, it is of the
utmost importance that the standards for acceptance should be such
as will exclu'.de those who are likely, on account of some functional
disability, be a danger to themselves or to others.
choice of the standards is by no means easy.

But the

It pre-euppo_ses that

the faults whtoh are responsible £or flying accidents are known,
those mainly due to errors in landing, but there are certain
obvious difficulties in the way of determining these cauaes,
especially in fatal cases.
Continuous research is being carried out on the ophthalmic
side of the research laborator!• to ascertain if possible the
ocular defects which make for faulty flying and whi�h are therefpre
inadmissible; and in what way and to what extent these defects
can be rem�died.(4)
It becomes increasingly apparent as one reviews certain
published figures relating to the cause of flying accidents that
the importance of visual standards has not been overestimated.
It has been the general experience in all countries that the vast

major�ty of flying accidents (variously estimated at from 60 per

·.

cent to 90 per cent) were due to failure of the human factor, �and
·,

a comparatively small number to mechanical or technical failures.
Among such accidents, ocular defects, especially errors in
estimation of depth and distance, .bulk-Yery largely.( 4)

·,
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Showing the very high percentage

ot visual defects present in

those presenting themselves for examination are �ertain reports
issued by various writ&rw. One report states that, of 5.12
applicants taking the.original examination for primary tlJing

,

training, there were 633 die�alifyillg def'ects·fou� in the .i�Y:•ual
'

examination •. · Seventy-three and .fourteen htmdred�ea per cent
. or those d•t•°'• were round ia the eye

part

.

.

I .

o� the ••11•1.��-(,0)

Another report "1bdWa that in analyai1. of the cause of d:119�##'#1.ft, .·
'

•

·':

<

.. ;,

.•

of 500 rejected applicaute tor tlyina
t,aiauc
' .tb.at ' •.,� ,-... .
'
. . .
.
... . · y· ·.
. :�·:.·.'"' ,. .. .

.

caiq otall applicants exam.necl,d._.. Field have been mw:8,i�
die(lllalirieclt and o�.thwN· tke d«Hta .or· the eye· accouateclJ'oi-

a.uty-t.o m ·"°

iron

tenths per cent or the r•J..ec:tioJI•�( 8)

etatea r:rom 19 years experience in the United Stat. ·Anay· A!:r
"th�t: more candidate•

ai-•

�<ltPt · . · ..

disqualified for poor Ti•-1 . aO)li,t,J 1_.

any other reaaOllJ nut, ocular lllll8Cle imbalance �.Uteri�,•.
· depth perception, and following thia are the cletens ot �·

GtlMr .

anatomtal parta".(9)
'l.'here ia the gr()'Wiag cotffi�ion.that the·pilo'\ J.•

•· �_.- ·

mmber of $.irplane , oraabea, ..S it •._. .
te.ctor in the 1ncreaeing
.
'

. .

. .

th.-t more attention should be paid to hill. • · It ha•· be-· t!le·.. '411'1 .
.

. , that

a exceedingly· great

the plane

and · He'�

'

.

amount ot Oare . wu laviahecl . eair�l•:on

that it was in perfect condU1on

b.rot• a

tlight and v.err little attanti,)Ji given to the con4ition ol 1" i�:,,
While it .i8 true that a h� being_ �t

be trea.t...S U

& -�·
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it i.s true that more attention can be given to seeing that the
pilot is fit at all times to pilot the plane.(16)

In order that

this factor may he overcome all pilots of aircraft• whether military
or commercial, are requi�ed to undergo a physical examination
every six months. The physical requirements vary somewhat with the
type of flying the person is author�zed to pursue.(43)

Als� there

are those who advocate still more frequent examinations for the
pilot be given in order to lesson defects and disturbances that
may be present, and which might result in disaster t.o the pilot
and the passengers who depend upon him for their saft!y.(25)
The flight surgeon is doing much to lesson the number of accidents
and check on the pilots physical condition. Without his intelligent
cooperation, the art of flying could hardiy be highly developed as
it is today and the number of accidents due to the pilots condition
lessoned.(39)

!
l
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Examination of the Eye and Standards for Disqualifications
The examination of the eye ie both of a subjective and
objective nature and includes an examination of its gross
anatomical condition along with its functional condition.
Inspection of the eye is entirely objective in nt*ure and
it involves an examination of the external and internal structur••
of the eyes and their ad.nee.

If. any defect is noted then it

should be clasetid ae to whether it is temporary or permat\ent. In
case a temporary defect is noted, the candidate should be advised
to have it corrected and allowed to return at a later date tor
examination.
Examination of the eyelids should be held in good daylight,
and the following conditions should be .noted.a ptosis, blephariti•,
trichiasis, entropin, ectropian, chalazion, and hordeolum.
Inspection of the conjunctiva should include both the pal,-bral
and bulbar portions.

Conditions looked for area pterygium, pi:l'lgtlecula,

concretions, ecchymosis, hyperemia, chem0,sis, xero•i•, cysi8't tl41lors,
and conjunctiYitis.
The examination of the globe includes the position of the g1oee
within the orbit, the presence of exopthalmue or enophthalmus and
deformities· or deviations of the globe itself. ThJ,a examination
also includes the tension of the globe taken by palpation.
,!

BJtamination of the aclera to: r•veel.. alb' evi<lenoe ot acleritl•,
i

epiacler tis or ata-,�a.

V
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In examining the cornea such defects a.r.e looked for as abrasions,
depressions, ulcers, nebula, macula, leukoma, pannus, interstitial
keratitis, degenerative changes, and anterior synechiae. The importance
of an opacity of the cornea depends on whether it is located centrally
or peripherally and if vision is interfered with. Als?, if there is a
deformity of the curvature of the cor,nea causing astigmatism.
An examination of the iris should include the anterior chamber
for depth and any foreign material that may be present.

The presence

of irit:le, posterior synechia, and persist•nt p:ipillary membranes
are noted.
Examination of the pupils should include a test for their reaction
to light and accommodation. Unueual1y small pupils may be due to
central nervous system diseases, use of drugs locally or internally,
a past iritis, or syphilis. Large pupils may be due to the use' of ,
drugs locally or internally, complete optic atrophy, glau.coma, cerviaal
(

sympathetic irritation, or trauma.
The examination of the lens and yitreous is best handled at the
t�me when the pupil has been dilated with a mydriatic in preparation
for refraction.
When it comes· to interpretating the findings of the examination,
a distinction should be made between defects considered as being of
a temporary

or of a permanent nature, and notation made as to inter

ference with function. Any de.feet, disease, or abnormality that
actually materia1.ly interfere1! with the normal ocular function
should disqualify. (l)

•
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A high standard of acuteness of vision is necessary to the
individual in aviation.

The flier is required to see objects clearly,

and he must be able to locate them accurately as to positions and
in their relations to one another. His ability to judge distance
is dependent, in part, on his acuteness of vision.

If a pilot is

required to make an emergency landing he must be able to judge the
character of the terrain and be able -to tell whether or not there
are humps, depressions, holes or other obstacles present on th•
choosen ground and this duty can only be accomplished with accuracy
when the vision is acute.

The importance of accurate decisions

becomes apparent when it is remembered that, flying speed and
altitude having been lost, landing frequently must be accomplished
regardless of the character of the chosen field. A pilot must be
able to read at a glance hie instrument board and finely printed
maps. There are a multiplicity of conditions besides those mentioned
that require acute vision.

The military pilot must recognize and

locate objects wh•he is on photographic missions, combat details
and other duties.(43)
The visual acuity is the ability of the eye to appreciate form;
and this is measured by utilizing the vi811al angle, which is the
angle. formed by the intersection of two axial rays crossing at the
nodal point of the eye when two points are seen as being separate
and distinct.

Thus two points at a distance may be so close together

that the rays of light from them pass through the optical center of
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the dioptric system of the eye and both fall on a single cone of
the retina. With the stimulation of a single coneJ ·only one image
is registered in consciousness with the result that the two points
mentioned above are thus seen as a single point. When two cones
are stimulated the result is the formation of two separate images.
In the no:rma.l eye where the retinal images are clear and distinct
two points appear separate when the visual angle formed by the
crossing of the two axial rays is a minmum angle of one minute.
In the ametropic eye the retinal images are blurred and indistinct
and a visual angle of more than one minute is required to distinguish
two separate points.
Factors which tend to lower visual acuity are errors of refraction,
the size of the pupil, the amount of illumination, and pathologic
changes in the eye or optic tract.

f

The�plest and,most commonly used method of testing the visual
acuity is by the Snellen test letters and it is normally C-Onducted
at 20 feet.(l)
There is a difference between the visual standards that are
required by the a�med forces and the :apartment of Commerce. In
the armed forces all applicants for training in flying are subjected
to a refraction with the use of ·a cycloplegic on determining the
refractive state. The Department of Commerce does not require this
as a routine.(43)

Military pilots must have normal vision without

correction. Commercial pilots must have at least 20/50 vision
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correctible to normal with glasses, as correction is permissible.
Private pilots must have a corrected vision of at least 20/30 in
each eye.(6)
Depth perception is an element of vision that must function
efficiently if the pilot is to continue flying and retain his
health. In importance it n:i.ust be considered as equal to acuteness
of vision.

It is this element of vision that enables the flier to

level off his ship at the proper distance from the ground

wh$11

making landings; to take off with the neceesary mB.fgin ot aafety
over trees, buildings, fences a.nd other obstructions; and for the
military pilot to fly in close formations and take part in aerial
combat v,hen engagemel\t of enemy ships at close quarte�s is necessary.(23)
Not only must the estimation of distance be accurate, but is must
be rapidt when one remembers that the landing speeds of even the
slower planes are in the neighborhood of 50 miles an hour.(4)
Depth perception may be defined as the ability to appreciate
or discriminate the third dimension, to judge distance, and to orie�
,oneself in relation to other objects within the visual field.(l)

There are many factors involved in depth perception. With some or

these factors ophthalmologists are, at least theoretically, familiar,
while undoubtedly there are many factors involved. of which they
are totally ignorant. Some of the known factors constitute a part

or the physical and psychic equipment of the individual; they are

constant and when considered together may be termed inherent depth
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perception. other factors involved exist outside the body; they
are common to all persons; they are varible, and they operate
independently of the individual. These factors may be referred
to as adjunct factors utlized to enhance the already existing
inherent sense.(41)

There are eight separate factors concerned

in depth perception four of which are inherent. and four which
are adjunctive.(1)
The first group of factors consist ofs 1. Physiologic diplopia,
2. �ccommodation• 3. convergence, 4. binocular parallax.
· Physiologic diplopia is the ability to recognite differences in
distance between two objects within the visual field baaed on the
fact that all objects in the field closer or farther away than the
o.bj ect fixed gives rise to diplopia, and this diplopia is not

recognized as such in consciousness but is interpreted in terms ot

distance nearer or farther away. than the object fixed.
Accommodation is the faculty of increasing the dioptrie power
of the lens and is the factor that enables the normal eye to focus
near objects at less than infinity on the retina to !orm a clear
image. If for any reason there is failure or accommodation the

images of objects at less than 20 feet on the retina are blurred

and thus depth perception is interferred with.
Convergence is the ability or the two eyes to f'ix on an. object
at a distance less than infinity. Greater convergence is re<iuired

as any object gets cl�ttr t1>.the ,,eye. Failure of convergence
'\._.,'
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causes a blurring of vision or a pathologic diplopia with a
resultant decrease in depth perception.
Binocular parallax is the impression of relief or solidity
given to an object by the slightly different view of it which is
obtained by the fact that the right eye sees a little more of the
right side of the object and the left eye a little more of the
left side of the object, and thie difference in consciousness is

interpreted in terms of relief and depth.
The second group ot factors ares 1. size of the retinal image,
2. motion parallax, 3. terestrial association, 4. aerial perspective.
The size of the retinal image varies inversely as the distance
of object fromthe eye, therefore, the closer an object is to the
eye the larger the retinal and the further away the smaller the
image.

The siie of the retinal image is a measure of the distance

of an object from the eye but it has been found that this factor
.operating alone is quite inaccurate.
Motion parallax is based on the same gene�al phenomena seen
in binocular parallax but differs in that the former depends on
motion of the observer or of the object being observed, and with
this motion of the observer or the object different views of the

object are attained either to the right or the left, above or below,

and th�se different images on the retina are interpreted in conscio�s

ness in terms of distance.(l)
Terrestrial association is an acquired characteristic that
\......,'
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d,evelops with training and experience and is dependent on the.
association of ideas.

This factor consists of a linear

perspective,

overlappfng of contours, and light of which refl�ction1 and shadows
are important.

This is utilized in the Judgment or distance.

�erial perspective is also. anc acquired chara.-.eristic that
develppa with training ·and experience.

This f'actor is utilized and

interpreted in terms of distance by the u•e of the changes with
respect to color., brightnesa and contrast which different objects
undergo on account ot variations in the clarity of the intervening
atmosphere ..
·

Some of the factors operating to constitute depth perception

are common to monocular and also to binocular single vision, while
others pertain to binocular single vision only.

The factors

common to monocular and binocular ·single vision area acuteness of
vision, accommodation, the size of the retinal image, motion
parallax, terrestrial association, and 'aerial perspective.

The

factors operating with binocular single vision only ares physiologic
diplopia, binocular parallax, and convergence.(43)
Poor depth perception may be produced by '\lle factors· inequality
of viion, ins,afftciansiy of convergence, accommodation asthenopia and
heterophoria.{l)

These factors may operate separately or together•

·and judgment may be consistently poor or it may be erratic.(43)
It has. been shown with reference to inequality of visual acuity that
it affects depth perception more that an ec;,uivalent amount

or

·-:;{J

•
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equal defective visual acuity, and ,:this is apparently due to the
fact that the greater th& !inequality or vision the closer binocular
depth perception approac.hes monocular depth perception because of
a tendency in the former. o lose physimlogic diplopia and binocular

.,

I

·l
j

i
I

i

parallax and hence the pe caption or relief and solidity.(l)
Early in avi�on a t st of steroscopic vision, made with an
ordinary parlor sterescop

was considered sufficient to determine

whether or not a person p ssessed ability to judge distance
accurately.

The aforeme

of the visual element• co

ioned.type of stereoscope utilized one
med in the judgment of distance, namely,

binocular single vision,

Psychic fusion ot the t�o ocular images,

which are not ide ntical,

s demonstrated by creating an optical

illusion, giving rise to

n impression of depth where depth does

not actually exist.

This device, therefore, offers no information·

regarding actual depth, a d since it has been replaced.
It is necessary in a plying a test· to determine a person's
ability in Judging· distan e to utilise only th.ose £actors which
operate to make for an in ividual difference, namely; the inherent
'

,�.

factors.

Experienee, tra ning, and that which he may utilize, aside·

from his inherent equipme

, should be left to the subject concerned

and to his instructors.
When all external fa tors and those operating at distances
·,

of less than 20 feet are

liminated the following remain to be

considereds the size or t e retinal image, p�ysiologic diplopia,

' - J
·-.,, ··,;.'.
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L
binocular paralla1 and convergence.(43)
The Howard-Dolman apparatus is generally employed to measure
the bmocular parallactic angle• and is designed to utilize principally
those factors belonging to thtt basic group.

All external factors,

with the exception of the S·ize of the retinal imag!', wh�ch usually
operate to assist tn judging distances are eliminated.(43)

The

procedure consiets seating the examinee in 8\tch a manner that he
is facing the depth perception apparatu• at exactl1 20 re.et
distance.

The movable rod is plaeed· d various distances ott

center and the candidate is reqµ.iJ"'ed, by means of the cords, to
place it as nearly a.e h& ea

J•d&•

opposite the stationarr rod or

such that both are •qaadiatant from him.

This is repeated ,,veral
I

times, the rods being widely sepvtrhd after each trial.

The ree"l'l

or each attempt is read direetly off the mm. scale, tbe r1191,1l1>"j
of all the trials averaged• and the average depth perc&ption rRON,M.
There are certain standards established by the Ara- toroes
and also the Department of CoDJ111erce, and in the Armed

•·orcee

a

depth perception of more than 30 mm. should disquality�l)
In selecting candidates for· flying training,. it 1• qecieeeary
to determine. whether or not there is any abnormality 1n t�e
motility or ' the eye.(l)

Q9Ular muscle .balance is car,t\lll7
'

1•.a•�•

not only beomaee it is undoubtedly related to J•dgm,nt of distaric.e
�r its detects may cmse diplopia,

wt

because the

ettort ��·�

tain "single viaio1;1..•h.e• phori.,...._..� causes diatra�io.n amt,
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inattention.(6)

Since it is from this world of our civilization

that we are asked to select our pilots of aircraft, many of the
potential causes of d*1iarmony have been met with by the men in
the:iY studies and duties upon the ground.

The ledger clerk, the

draughtsman, the engineer, the man who follows an occupation. calling
for monocular estimation, all these have encountered the strain
for varying periods.

It is re�lly remarkable that it is quite rare

to discover any gross defects, which is another way of saying
that binocular function has considerable strength and latitude.(28)
There are several tests that are employed in order to accomplish
this.(l)
In flying as in many other vocations_l> binocular single vision
must be maintained and it must be maintained in all directions of
gaze without undue nervous or muscular etress.(42)

As the bodily

movements are normally very restricted and a wide range of vision
can be obtained only by turning the head and eyes. However, it ia
not only necessary for clear vision that an object be in the visual
field bµt that both eyes are capable of fixing the· o'7ject so that
the retinal image falls on the fovea of each eye. In order for
this to be accomplished the two eyes must be parallel in all
positions when viewing an object at infinity

and

they lllUSt be

convergent when looking at an object at less than infinity with
the amount of convergence dependent on the closeness of the object
viewed.
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It has been found in most cases that one eye first fix�s an
object and the other then arranges itself in proper relation to
the first to give binocular fixation, the first is called t.r,e
sighting eye and the second the non-si6hting eye.

The right

eye is usually the sighting eye in right handed people and the
left eye he sighting eye in left handed people.

In pathologic

diplopia the sighting eye is alwaye the one that fixes the object
viewed and the non-sighting eye is -the one that deviates.
When the two eyes fix on an object at infinity in binocular
vision the vis�al lines of .the two eyes are parallel and this
relationship is maintained by the fusion center in the brain whose
nervous regulation normally assures binocular fixation.(!} When,
however, binocular single vision is maintained wit�ffort, either
consciously or unconsciously, and the fixation points are constantly
changed, there is likely to be a slight "wandering off" of one eye
from the obj act fixed, the deviation occuring being insufficient to
induce pathologic diplopia but sufficient to stimulate areas of the
retina not exactly corresponding to each other.

This "wandering

otf" of o� eye alters physilogic diplopia sufficiently to reduce
acuteness of depth perception• and maintainence of binocular single
vision under 1Nch conditions as mentioned induces muscular and fusion
fatigue, thereby making binocular single vision :increasingly d"it"ficult.(12) :
When t'he:1fusion center is not functioning proper!y.l/ the two eyes will
remain parailel only if the qu:1�les of the two eyes are perfectly
.

\...,,·
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balanced. In all other cases there will be a diplopia with the
amount a�d type dependent on which muscles of the eyes are weak
or which are overacting. There are no movements of the eye dependent
on any one muscle alone but on a principal muscle and a synergiet,
and its action opposed by one or more antagonists.
Diplopia consists of two types, one is. latent and occurs only
when the fusion center is weakened or abolished and the other is
manifest and occurs when the fusion center is presumably intact
and functioning. The conditions are thus named, l. Orthophoria,
I

or normal binocular balance; 2. Heterophoria, or latent imbalance
and tendency toward deviation of the two,visual lines from the
parallel position; 3. Heterotropia, or a manifest deviation of
the visual linea.
Heterotropi� when it exist5i is disqualifying for aviation and

it is usually ilrmediately apparent on inspection of the eyes.

Heterophoria being latent must be ma.de manifest and since a certain
degree of heterophoria ia acceptable in aviation its extent and type
1mrst be determined.( 1) The eondition that we style heterophoria

must be age-old, but t-hft contest for mastery of the air is, within

practical limi-te, lffl event of our gener-ation. Racing through space

does not-· i't·dll produce heterophoria,. put heterophoria may sev·�rely
or abolishing the
affect safe aerial maneuver.(28) BJ �akening
:

aetioil of the f'uaion center and then •••uring the sttB\lltant .de,.1ation

or the two eyes beterQphori11:, if preee� will be manit'e1ted •. Thie
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is carried out by the use of a multiple Maddox rod and a rotary

prism mounted in a phorometer trial frame.

The multiple Maddox rod consists of a series of section of

glass rods superimposed with their axes parallel and in the same
plane and mounted in black opaque frame.

If a small point of

light is looked at through this ro� the light is refracted such

that the point of light appears as a streak or line of light at
right angles to the long axis of the rod.

A rotary prism is two prisms of equal value mounted super
imposed and arranged to rotate in opposite directions by turning
a milled thumbscrew. With this arrangement any prismatic effect
from zero to the sum of the value of the two prisms may be obtained
,_

and the base of the prism may be placed in any position.
As one looks at a spot of light with a Maddox rod �afore one
eye and he other eye is uncovered the light appears , as two entirely
different objects, that is, it looks like a line of light to the
eye looking through the Maddox rod and a point of light to the
uncovered eye. With this effect there is a tendency to abolish or
weaken the action of the fusion center and any latent deviation of
the eyes then becomes manifest.
The amount or this deviation ean be measured by means of the
rotary prism.

This proce.edure is carried out by placing multiple

Maddox rod and a rotary prism before one eye while the other eye is
left uncovered.

In looking at the spot of light at 20 feet distance

I
.J

:l
.!
.

.. >t

• ·, . �/ .. �� .:)i2';{t:t
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the streak of light will usually be seen either to the right or
to the left of the spot of light.

Then by rotating the prisJl!, the

streak of light will appear to move laterally and when it has been
placed so that it passe� exactly through the spot of light4the
amount of heterophoria may then be r ead directly from the prism
scale which is graduated in prism diopters.

The term prism diopter

is used as the measure of strength of a prism and one prism diopter
is that which will deviate a beam of light one cenlimeter at one
meter distance and equals 34.37 minutes.
If the eyes are perfectly balanced the scale should read zero
when the streaks and spot are superimpos ed.
When the above test is applied at a distance of 33 cm. any
latent deviation at reading distance will be uncovered and also
some information gathered as to the existence of re!Factive errors,
insufficiency of convergence, and reduction of fusion control.(l)
The associated parallel movements of the eyes may be tested
,.
either by means of the tangent curtain or by means of the red lens.
In cases where underaction or overaction is revealed by gross
examination, d._nosis can be made or verified by the use of these
/

tests.
There is another type of motility defect differing from the

latent and manifest deviations that must be tested f'fl'. This iB
the eaternal
underaction or overa.ction, a.paresis or paralysis, or
all or
ocular muscles. When the eye• are rotated so as to briJlf
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t.he ocular muscles into play this condition is made apparent and
a defective muscle is detected by noting whether or not one eye
lags or overshoots.
The tangent curtain test is normally employed to accurately
determine the muscle or muscles involved and the amount of
impairmen� if any., is present. A tangent curtain consist a of a cloth
panel 60 by 72 inches, white on one side and black on the other,
and mounted on a rigid frame. The white side of the curtain is
marked off in 2 inch squares, each square amounting to a dieviation
of 5 de�rees at 75 cm. distance from the screen. From a point mid•
way between the sides of the curtain and 30 inches down from the
top, radiating lines pass out at angles of 15 degrees.
In th,e examination with the use of the Tangent curtain,. the
examinee is seated 75 cm. from the black side of the curtain with
a red glass in front of his right eye.

A black pin is placed in

the center of the curtain, and the eyes at the same level and looking
straight ahead are directed at the center pin.

A small electric

light is then carried over the curtain in 'the six cardinal directions
that corresponds to muscles action. The point at which diplopia
occurs in each meridian is noted by t):lrusting in a black pin at
the point of the light itself and a l:ight-eolored pin at the site
of' the other image.

T}Jis latter is e�idently the false image and

if it is red it is known that the left eye is fixing and if it is
white that the right eye is fixing.

\,

In the great majority of'
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cases the examinee fixes with the eye not covered by the red glaaa.
The left eye is then tested in the same manner.

The individual undergoing examination should be disqualified
it the underaction or overaction ot any of the extrinsic ocular mua�lea
produce diplopia except in�� extreme .poaitions.

ot

the image• aay

be

disr9iarded.

A 81lall ae�ation

Nyatagmus shOllld dis4fial,.j,ty it

it is demonltt'ated except in extreme poaitjone,
The nd�lens test may be subatitutecl t:o check the associated
parallel movements of the

•r•• without

the uee · ot the �anp� _

curtain. The examinaton ia carried out by eeating '"-1• '.ti!WdlNe ia
a dark room and then a spectacle trial frame is adJ,ld'Ud in place.
A red lens from the trial lens case is placetl in one of -the cells

•

of the trial ti-a.me, and a small lap ia heU · a1�ectly in �- or
'

his eyes ·75 cm. away and at the level of his
'

•r•••

or absence or diplopia in this position ie noted.
the1.1. elowly moved in the six cardinal directions
···50 cm. from the primary .position.
11 noted in these meridians.

The presence
The light ia

tor

a·distan:ce

ot

The presence or ab'f'1C8 Of d��:· _

I>iplopia should not oc�r in

DJ-�

within 50 cm. or the primary position, and it present it should
disqualify.

Where diplopia does occur within 27 .30 cm.

position, a more accurate de�ermination may be
.or wall. (l)

.ot

th�·.-��

made upon a blactb.oard

In the examination of the United· Sta.tea Air Corpe }*'901Dlel

t�

flying duty_ the uae of the ao�a,y pri811l ie an.,,�6.abed proce•d.•JL

'

'
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as it is in the examination of other individuals for flight training.
The rotary prism is used in estimating the abduction of the visual
axis as "prism divergence."(38}

A low prism divergence indicates

an underaction of the external recti or overaction of the internal
recti or both.
The examination is accomplished by the use of the rotary prism
placed at 20 feet distant from a splitlight, and the prism set at
zero before the non-sighting eye and with the thumbscrew in the
up pos1't·ion the spot 1 ight is fixed by both eyes.

As the prism

is rotated slowly, base in the ray of light is refracted toward the
apex of the prism, result being that the image of the light ray
shifts to the nasal side of the fovea of the non-sighting eye and
it must rotate outward so that binocular single vision will be
maintained.

Since the fusion center is functionil'li, the eye continues

to rotate outward as the prism is rotated until the limit of divergence
:is reached when the eye swings back parallel to the sighting eye
and diplopia results.

The onset of diplopia marks the limit of

prism divergence and, hence, the power or abduction.

Prism divergence

of more than 15 or less than 3 prism diopters is disqualifing for
the Military forces and certain standards are established by the
Department of Commerce.(1)
Another test employed in the testing the motility or the eye
. is that or measuring the angle or convergence.

�duction of the

eyes is not measured in the same way as abduction because the findings
\._,·'

in the former case are inconsistant and because accommodation plays
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,

I

I
!

,an important part in convergence.

A

and

more reliable

method is to determine

the

computed from

point of convergence and the interpupillary

the near

angle or convergence and

satisfactory

this

angle is

distance.

or

The near point

or,

and closest

to

convergence is the potnt directly in troilt,

the center

or

rotation ot tht eyes io which the

. two eyes c.an fia an object withO\lt diplopia.

or

rotation

the eyes is 13.5 mm. back

ot

Since the 081'1�,_er ot

the cornea the 11iear p,oint

is computed from that point as a ba•ttline.
l'he interpipillary distance is the distance in a. between
two coreesponding
From
computed.
than 40

the

points

6nthe pupiis

or

the two

above two measurements the angle

ot

er•••

convergence ia

If there is present an angle ol corwergence

degrees

or

:less

then the in<iividual applying for flight trainiag
,

should be disqualified.(l)

It is believed that habitually observtrc

the tendency towards. head tilting amo?Jg pilot• 1ti11 inciicate· °'o
the examiner the possibility of eye lll\lSCle impairment and i.&d.
critical studies.

That

commonly, the

w

-tzeterart pilo\ m&J be o}fe..,.e4

to indulge in narrowing of the palpebral tisaures 'ie..:probably the
phyai-oal demonstration. of the fixed habit or visual concentration
and alertne1S.

This squinting habit has resulted in the laity

referr�ng to the ,pilot as one with "eagle eyee".(21)
Along with the other 81:andards that have been established t�
is the ·necessity

\.._./)

'

'' �·

'

of

certain standards for accoamodation for those·
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that take up aviation.

Accommodation is the process of increasing

the dioptric power of the lens of the eye.

By means of the mechanism

of accommodattiln addtional focusing power for rays of varying
divergence is provided.

Such a mechanism must be capable of exceed

ingly rapid and almost inconceivably delicate adjustments, since
these nust be of different degrees for each object fixed by the
eye.

Since in the resting emmetropic eye parallel rays are focused

on the retina, divergent rays from near objects must be focused
behind the retina.

To bring this focus forward to the level of

the retina, the effect of stronger posiiJ"ve dioptric power must
be given to the eye.(19)

This increase is accomplished by contraction

of the ciliary macles which in turn causes an increased convexity,
especially of the anterior surface, of the crystalline lens.

j

:1
j

!

convergence of the two eyes and a contraction of the pupils.
In the normal ey�the amplitude of accommodation is the difference
between the dioptri� :pow&r;,o(.-the eye when accommodation is completely
relaxed and when it is exerted to its utmost. The amplitude of
accommodation depends on the difference of the far point and the
near point at which an object can be distinctly seen but it is
customary to convert this distance into its dioptric equivalent
which is the recipocal or the focal distance in meters. Thus in
an �mmetropic eye, the .far point is located at infinity and the
If the near point is a 10 cm. then the

.

-.,

t :

·,

�1
'j

Tl'lis

change in the dioptric system of the eye is accompanied by a

dioptric value. is zero.

'j

,

,
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L
accommodation of the eye is 10 diopters.
There are several factors that may affect accommodation and
these ares oculomotor paralysis, irido-cyclitis, glaucoma, ciliary
spasm, general debility, atropine, homatropine, and cocaine.
In the interpl'etatiOn 0£ the findings. certain values have
been worked out for the various age groups. A table has been
compiled that gives the mean value of accommodation in diopters
from 18 to 50 years ot age. These values have been computed on
the basis of emmetropic individuals.

Accommodation may be

considered as within normal limits provided it is not more
than 3 diopters below the mean for the examinee's

ag,.

The

examinee should be di.qualified it his accommodation falls more
than

a

diopters below the mean for his age, but before

&:n

•xaminee

is disqualified hie accommodation should be taken on three sucessive
days and an avergge of the three findings taken. Low accommodative
power may be lildicative of accunrulative fatigue� stalenesa, or of
a debilitating condition either of a transie.at or permanent nature.(l)
A deficiency in the appreciation of color values in numerous
individuals has long been known to exist. However 1 it was not
until 1798 when John Dalton, a cbemist, studied his own case, tha�

•

general interest was aroused in thlt �e1tion and sine • the much
.
work ha9 been, d one on this subJect.(45) Color vision is another
important factor da flying satriy and this must b� examined for any

defects.(35) Accurate and rapid diecrimination of col9rs b•comes
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important to thei flier when selecting emergency landing fields,

recognizing colored signal lights, navigation lights, lights denoting
I

the limits of lapding fields, and daylight panels, and in reading

colored maps.

Ip selecting landing fields the character of the
I
I
I

terrain may be drtermined to an important degree by its color.

The

color presented rnables the flier to determine, whether the selected
I

field ie dry, ew�py, newly plowed or covered with etubble and

many other facts! of importance.

The rapid and accurate recognition

of colors attain its maximum efficiency in the hexachromic person.
I
I

A person to whom�e spectrum appears to contain less than six bands,

or in whom one ot more of the bands deviate from the norm� cannot
I

be relied on und$r all circumstances, as is nece.ssary in aviation.
!

'

An aviator �ay be defective in his discr:i.ltination of colors and
I

fly with' comparative safety so long as .he is flying over terrain

and in and out of fields with which he is familiar. However, when
I

he enters unfamifiar territory, wh1' ground panels, colored signals
i'

and other devicef are resorted to. he is likely to r�11 into grave

difficulties.

T*erefore, it cannot be considered safe for a pilot
'
I

with defecti:e c4or vision to assume res'ponsibility for aircraft
flight, bec�e eJ:ergencies frequently arise, and pilots may be
called upon at �y time to fly over unfamiliar terrain, in and

out of strange linding fields and in rain and fog. (43)

The term "c�lor-blind'' is applied to those whose color perception

is different frof normal and in general more l�ited.(l)

i:n, the

I
·'

'l'

,:.'·

I

·<

I

I

'

f

:1

I

J
'

.\.?l

�\:,:2.�>t.;
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investigatmn or color blindness, it must be remembered that the
appreciation

or color is a psychological problem and'that no

individual can accurately asseH the aenaationa
can

another; we

only study ditterenoea in the j� ment ot 6'bers when CODlf&r•d

with our own when reacting t.o the •
.,

ot

compare physiological· sensations or

e etimli, b\lt ... oarmot

eir psychological

counterparta.(45).
The sol� spectrum to

he person . th a tull7.. developitd a,enae

ot .color diacrimination, conaiata ot six bands ot color ot unequal
length, each b� merging by fine gr

ationa into the· ad-Jacent

band or b ands.

.The· colors, reading t om left to r�-, are red,

orange, yellow,

green, bl.lie and -iole • The .tilt' ltancl� or_ ---1 .

·•p•ctnun, is

sen

bJ· a�t. 80 per ce

or

the eidrlN popilatloq:.

The apeC'H'QII to the remainine. 20 per . •• is ei.thr COIDpo•e4 of
1 ...,

tJa:n

six. banda ·or one or more of th• ri%0I�• dnide

t�

m,.y be
blin:dneaa
· t�e notmal in one respect or ut�:11'es'� 43}" Oolor
.
.
.
complete
.

color
•. Acquired
oi• acquired
or incomple\e, cor,gfti\'1,
.
'
.
'

blindness is rare and since it. t• a c .rnplica.tion d. gr�• 1nton�
oat�on or a serious ocular or neurolo ic disorder it need not
concern· ua here.
degree in about l

Gongeni:k1 eolor bl �nesa enste to a mod•ra.t.•
pet' oent of the .ca ia.

3 percent of lh•

o;wlation

perception to

t

be

&N

&!2J .....

sutti

B01Pffer, only about

1._1, deteotive in c.olor

•i&�fi ...... (ll

. whom color vision i 6•f'•ot1v• may go

Thue,a per•0:n iii, ..

hrough lite .quit.e uncQiiacio',la
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or his inferiority and without making any incriminating

mistakes,

differentiating objects by their size,. shape, and luminosity, using
all the time a complete color vocabulary based on his uperience.
which tea:ohes him that color terms are applied with great consist.ency
to certain objects a1',d to certain

shades, until cirC\Jllatance a are

arranged to eliminate these �ctllSsory aids, and he realizes that
his sensations differ in some way from the normal.

It ia t�e

eliminatio n or these accessary aids which is the object of teata
for the detection of the color blind.( 45)
A gre•t number of tests have been devised for the detection

ot

defective color perception with two types being commonly used and
it is on these that we rely in our examinatiou.

These tests are

the Ishihara teat and the Ho�ren yarn· test or one of its many
variants.(l)
A letter trom the Chief, Jlliedical Division, Office
·

ot

ot the Chief

the Air Corps, dated August 9, 1_935, makes the use or the Ishihara

test for color blindness official for all original examinations in
the ·army.

It has b8en their experience that this teat. is more

selective than the tests previously used, and alo� rith,;this it .
· haa the further· advantage of \,eing simple in application and .
relatively che�p.

It has the disadvantage in that ma.lingering is

poaaible in . certain of the plates.
· Ishihara test in color in one

The recent publication or the

ot the "'unday supplement• of a g-eat

newspaper chain did not help in the leaet in this respect.(22)

V \

·,·
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In the consideration of the interpretation
th,ese test,. very . slight degreea

�or

ot

ot

the t'ind�s

color blindness as manifested

ot

by minor errors may be ignored and mod•rate or groaa defects
color vision should disquality.(l)

ot

'l'he visual f'ield.
.

the pilf>t ••. 'N u · wide- as poe·etlfle
'

,

.

.

ainoe he muet be abl• t�. · see -, a&oratt or otn·et �- in _hie
yicinity.

He. mat aleo ha't'e good vision

ot tne_ � .field•
f

in order to be able to J\ldge the position o '$Id -�..iJl

to

.

laterally ,placed stationary ()bJ•cta,(25)
..

.

rela,i,ion:
.

.

.

·, .

.

Th� modera ,�... �,. .·

'

'

" ..:

. . ..

at terrific apoed and when two planea are. appr:oachbg_-�-ot�
•

'

•

<

•

• •

•

• ••

• •

at speeds ot over 300 miles an hour, it is ott•n aoue �t·wh�
·�•• the other first that wins' or -gets away •�ely.(6) ......,....
outside limit

of

.

.

.

vi.1ion of m&ll' is greai• 'ilraJf
.

'

..

f

...,. �

Jial� o ._.
'

-·

.

..

"".

·.·--

.

:·

.

which be is · �l�C8dt and his 9J88 Ollfl IIO't'8 aeCUt'&t•lJ..n-.11.]�f
greaten precision to tmJ. olaJ:.ect

·u ldt/r'�

.•

of ·hie tiel4 -ol'"'"ai.-. ·
.

·'

.

.

, ...

.... he. 8891 distinctly·· only that at which he directly 1oc;i••
. .

.

, peripheral YiBioD &aaiste him iJl diffO'Yeritlg . mo•ing
.

to

,

01".
. "

-·

.

' .

.

..

.

' . .

.

. '

. �

'' .:-!

:· ; .

.) .. ··:._

.

pilot • (.'1)
;'

The. fiier with only one .•1e.hae a tremendous han�'j: i�,·7•t
In lancUng hie "1pot v�•l�zt"

he can 1tmd ac�rately.

becoming larger and larger J hia "field
.

l>•c_o,•• narrower and ttarrower.

of

tltiAp,,,li4��

V.iaion1t Oil tJ1.e ,.r ...... ·
•

.

�

"

•

".

•

• •

:

j

••

.

This i• how the o.-.j" _. .•�•- ·.

a comparison enabling h,111-h �- diatance.

·�

obJ••••,

air� .

which b• •1 direct hie gaae
and this i• mamiatory iz 8.J1
�-.

'.

oth..
i

..·

'

A oue•ey,cl IIMUJ._ �ao
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learns about distance by the sise of objects that he approaches.
But even at best, it is a difficult feat for the individual with
only one field of vision.(24)
The peripheral portion of the retina is of great iuiportance and
its !unction must be.determined in all eases, although normal
visual acuity is wall detined only in the foveal region. 'ftlis peri
pheral vision dif'ters from central vision in two main

way•.·

In

ordinary light1 central vision il!I the most acute while in low
illumination, peripheral vision is the most aeut'e, and th• p•tJ.pet'&l

portion of Ile visual field is remarkably seneitive to

DlOTUf

obj eats which acts as a valuable pr�eet.iTe device in aU toni• ··

or locomotion. Ia ud:it.ton, tM periphery of the N'iin 1• Nna.t:iive
to color in a decr...tng manner from the fovea outward.,·

The .-amination of the visual· field for form and color is

&ccomplished by having the eye fix on an objeot di,reet:ly in ..
f'ront of it and l:>ringing the test objects toward the eye trom ihe
periphery until they are identified and then the results are
plot tad . on a form. The perimeter is used to carry Olit ta1,

pr�»...

In interpreting the finding� the examination any •lllU"lted cou\raet• ·
ion of the color or of the form field should disqualify fo� ll.J�.

*•'a\RJ!;.,
Nonna1J1· .....

other pathologic alterations of the YiAal field ahotalA also
tor flying $\&Ch a.a nasal contraction or ecotome.ta..
�.

'f!tual field ror fora. using white teat obJect� 1• the
'those ror blue, aed,

�>Jl".ffll IU'8

l,J.rf.. ;

:successively ttmal.lez- Ul ill•

.
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order givenJ a frequent reversal of green and red is fairly commvn
and

may be considered normal unless accompanied by other signs of

abnormality.

The color fields should b'e nearly concentric with the

form field.(1)
The ophthalmoscopic examination is conducted to detect any
congenital or pathologic abnormality in the media, iris, disc,
blood vessels, or retina of the eye.

Any abnormality discovered

on examination that materially interferes with the normal ocular
function should disqualify.

Any detects found should be classified

and, described accurately, and where possible substantiated by
subjective findings.
Refraction

or

tlre ,yes is done to determine whether they are

emmetropic or emetropic and it the latter the kind and d...,... o'f
ametropia.

r, .

Since many alfftropic eyes may have normal visual a.caitJ

because of the aotio11 of the muscle• of accomodation;the•• IIUIClet
must be pa.1"alyud and the eye tested in a state of ren.

'.Jh.- uu

of a cyclopllegie ie used only in the military taami� -.cl ._..
1

of the Oommereial pilots.
� subjective examination should follow ret.infaeapy at OIi••
the interpretation of the findings if more than

li

In

diopter correc·Ucm .

in a11y meridian, in order to read 20'/18 in each aye, wi.�h ••�a.·t;l.011

o.t lit.,.., tn
r•'4 20/%0 w1:$h

paralyzed or a cylindrical correctio11 of �re than
.meridian, whether pW.1 or minus i� orc:1er to
accoJJ1111odation paraly.a.4"!

80ll)a �•qualify

in the ._. forces. The

. 50.

Department of Gommerce does not always require these standards
depending on what branch of aviation the examination is for.(l)
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Problems Concerned with Aviation in rteference to the Eye:

Since the advent of aviation the men of the medical profession
that have been interested in the care of the flying �ersonnel have
been presented with many problems.

Many of' these problems have had

a vital interest in the high development of aviation itself and
many have been in the care of the pilot and relative to his ph.:;sical
conditiot1 at the time, and protecting him for the future along with
the development and perfection of protective flying equipment.

The

flight surgeon has to try and find �ut in what way the human body
is affected by the process of flying and then assist engineers in
developing planes to such a point so as to try and overcome any
deleterious conditions.

He must also keep the fliers in the best

possible physical condition and find ways in which to aid them in
this difficult undertaking, to develope equipment for their protection
and comfort and make the strain less in every way.

As vision is

so very important and must always be at the highest efficiency many
problems have come up in this field.
One of the first problems to be presented to those interested,
concerned the effect of altitude and of oxygen want.

Many ideas

and proncipals concerned in this problem were laid down by Paul Bert,
in his famous "La Press ion Barometrique". ( 1)

With the further

development of aviation and of aviation medicine more work on this
subject ha1 been done.

Besides work on the general physiology of

the body, under such conditions, experiments on_the special subject
of ocular functions have been performed and the results recorded.

•
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Probably the first accurate test made of' the ocular functions
under the conditions of lowered oxygen tension was carried out at
the Research Laboratory at Haselhurst Field on December 20, 1917.
The experment was acco�plished by subjecting a young individual,
_with. normal eyes, to an artificial altitude of 19 9 000 feet.
Examination of the eyes then revealed a loss in the strength of
the ocular muscles and their co-ordination; the near point of
accommodation receeded from four to seven inches; there was also
\•

marked limitation of the f�eld ot binocular fixation; the pupillary
reactions, first exaggerated, later became sluggish; and upon the
very fldden return to normal oxygen supply, some symptoms of oxygen
intoxmation appeared.(46)
other experiments have been carried out following 'the same
· general scheme and the results have been quite similiar to tho8e.
that were first reported.

It has been shown 'that the chief effect

is a diturbance of the wscular apparatus or the eye, although it
is possible that· sensitivity is lessened at ex\reme altitudes.
to 10,000 feet ocular changes not�d are not constant.

Up

.i.,eginning

· weakness of the ocular functions is usually noted between 10,000
and 15,000 feet, and changes are nearly always more marked at
20,000 feet and over.

It appears that at lower altitudes the

ocular functions may possibly be stimulated for a brief time but
at higher altitudes weakness results. The stimulating effect may
be due to the factor of excitement in the first few minutes of
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a new experience and this accounting for the greater iilUscular
effort, and it is doubted that the eariy changes are due to oxygen
want. At increasing altitudes, depending upon the individual, the
eye ce�ses to function. This is secondary to cerebral or circulatory
breakdown.(3) �hen repeated exposures to 12,000 feet were given
to individuals it was shown on measurement of the external eye
muscle imbalance that the results were variable, some individuals
showing a slight improvement and others a slight aggravation of
latent imbalance. However the results of experiments with individuals
subjected to acute altitude sickness showed that the power of the
external ocular muscles were definitely decreased above 15,000 feet.

During ascent to high altitudes the field of binocular fixation
is somewhat contracted in 50 per cent of abnormal eyes but in only
7 per cent of the normal eyes. There is a decrease of accommodative
power in about 50 percent of the cases and a more rapid accommodative
fatigue.

The visual acuity and light perception becomes lessoned

but some vision is retained up to the point of unconsciousness.(l)
Experiments of Goldmann and Schubert showed that the visual
field contracts on diminished oxygen tension or combined diminution
of oxygen tension and lowered atmospheric pressure, especially in
the nasal and upper section. However, when these experiments were
repeated by others the results differed somewhat.

These workers

found that on the diminution of oxygen concentration in the inspired
air there is no contraction of the visual field beyond unavoidable
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limits of error of 1-3 degrees.

Experiments in the negative pressure

chamber also showed that even on marked lowering of atmospheric
pressure· there was no constriction of the visual field, if the
subject's attention could be held, the latter weakening considerably
on beginning altitude sickness.

On the basis of these findings

some doubt has been cast on the assumptions of Goldmann and Schubert
of an organic diminution of retinal function on the temporal side.(26)
Another group of workers found that on oxygen deprivation the central
visual acuity remained unaffected, even. at the peak of oxygen of
deprivation, and that angioscotoma present widened progressively
with progressive oxygen deprivation until it obiiterated the visu�l
field except for a region 8 to 10 degrees about the macula.

Also

there is consiierable variation in the extent and rate of widening
of the angioscotoma, not only between individuals, but also to a
lesser degree in one eye as compared to the other eye of the same
individual. (14)

It has been suggested that the presence of the

angioscotoma may be best explained on the basis of dysfunctioning
of the synapses in the retina due to lack of oxygen. (13}
The occurrence of headaches, blurring of vision &nd demonstration
\

of congested retinal veins following altitude flight has usually
b.een attrliuted to the effects of anoxemia.

The suggestion was made

that these conditions might be referrable to the expansion of

intracranial,and·intraorbl'al liquid media at the high altitudes.
This matter was referred to Captain Harry G. Armstrong, Director,
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Ar«I1J Laboratry of Phy.siological Research, Wri6b.t � ield, Dayton,
Ohio.

Captain Arllistong demonstrated among animals at least that

r.ianometric spinal fluid studies indicate a. definite increase of
spinal fl1ild pressure.(21)

The intraocular pressure showed no

significant increase even under the most extreme barometric pressure
changes, in tests conducted using rabbits as subjects and
measureing directly from a manometer connected to a needl,
introduced into the vitreous hwnor of the eye and then the animals
placed in a low pressure chamber.(29)

'!'herefore, �long with other

observations of brain trauma, due to other causes, it seellis
possible that in high altitude flying, if the pilot is unprotected,
t·here may result a neurological syndrome, comparable to slight
brain concussion, with a further possiblility, if the stresses
have been sufficiently violent, to induce mi.croscopic brain
hemorrhages, or brain swelling from edema and which may account
for the ocular.manifestions.(21)
For a tirne it was believed that ascents to high altitudes
produced changes in the anterior lens surface of the eye when it
was noted that in rabbits th ese structures showed beautiful radial
laminations of hexagonal prisms on histopathologic examination.
Control studies, showed that these prisms occured normally in the
rabbit.(!)

Another experiment consisted of exposing young male

rabbtt. to altitudes of 18,000 feet for four hours daily for five
weeks.

It was observed that the pathological studies showed no
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changes in the eye findings from normal.(2)
The administration of oxygen prevents the onset of changes
due to altitude and qutkly restores ocular functions to normal
even when there is lowered atmospheric pressure.(3)

On ascent

the dulling of vision normally takes place gradually without
the individual being aware of its disappearance and if, at high
altitude, oxygen is given one is usually surprised to notice the
marked i.:.provemen"t of vision, the apparent increased brightness
of the sky and sun.(l)

An interesting account in relation to tni&

is given by Schroeder in his writing of his altitude record
fl-:ght: ''When I reached 25,000 feet I noticed the sun growing
very dim••••the trend of my thoughts was that it must be getting
late, that evening. must be coming on, and that was the reason for
the sun's getting so dim•••• as soon as I started to inhale the
oxygen the sun grew brfht again••••and the day seemed to be a
most beautful one• ''(35)
The physiological disturbances to which the pilot is exposed
result only in part to the altitude to which he is exposed and to
a great degree to the acceleration and speed of the machine.(4)
A study of the visual acuity immediately following acrobatic
flights at slight altitudes revealed an increase in the visual
acuity for reading black signs on a white backgrou·nd in 91.5 per
cent of all cases.

In general this increase surpasses 0.1.
I

Also

an increase in visual acuity in reading white signs on a black
'-....,;
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background was noted in 81 per ce�t or the cases which did not,

.

however, surpass O.l.(40)

Another worker found that when he

divided his cases into Ltwo age groups there
was a dif'ference between
.
.

the iu.
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greatest importance are the disturbances of the tirculation.

In

those maneuvers which result in increased "normal•• acceleration,
there is a displacement of the blood from the upper to the lower
parts of the body.

In consequence of this there is the tendency

to emptying of the vessels of the upper part of the body, especially
of the head.

The heart itself may be emptied, so that even though

the normal heart-beat persists, the cireulatio� is at a standstill.
With a limited value of the centrifugal force involved, the normal
phyiiological mechanism asserts itself.
When the disturbing force·(for example, the centrifugal force
involved in coming out of a fast and steep dive or in a tight loop)
is excessive, the physiological power of adjustment illay fail. In
any case these reflex adj�stments talce some time, a matter of
seconds, and may not be rapid enough to meet the sudden emergency.(4)
The ophthalmological interest of all this lies, of course, in
the fact that the visual mechanism, the retina, optic nerves, and
cerebral optic centers are particularly sensitive to anoxemia and
when a marked 'ieduction in blood pressure in the vessels supplying
these areas o�curs, disturbances of visual function are a natural
consequence, and perhaps lose of consciousness if the cerebral
·circulation ie greatl� reduced.(l)

In military aviation, with the

increasing speed of airplanes and ·the more exacting. maneuvers
necessary in aerial combat, the sudden lose or vision known as
"vlack�ng out" has become a familiar phenomenon, and one.whose

...:;.::-....:..-

.. -�.�c:___. ·' - - .
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danger to the pilot and to those depending on him, is vei:9obvious.(4)
The condition of "black out" is a definite clinical entity, which
occurs in varying degrees from temi;.,orary diminution of visual acuity
to a sensation of complete blackness lasting for some seconds.

Some

pilots describe the sensation as arisi� in the course of a sudden

power-dive, while others associate it with a reduction of speed and
the return to the honi'ontal at the end of this maneuver.(33) Also
there is -the pilot that state.a that everything went black and he had
no recollection of landing his ship, and he then collapsed immediately
after landing with a loss of vision present for several hours.(5)
Generally the eyes feel as though they are about to be shoved from
their sockets and there is a dry gritty feeling to the eyelids.(l)
The blindness may last for a few seconds to a longer period and the
return of vision may be sudden and dramatic as its disappearance or
it may not return in such a dramatic or rapid way with effects more
severe and prolonged.

Fortunately occurrence l�aves no injurious

after effects, but it is not without danger since it involves
temporary loss of control.(4)
In 1918, Garsaux experimented with dogs, and turned them at
a rapid rate.

The dogs were then autopsied and some showed actual

brain damage due to pressure of the brain against the skull. Others

·,

showed a cerebral anemia and engorgement of the splanchnic area.(_5)
Another experiment with animals at about 5-6 G''s and higher forces

� ·:-. .

showed some changes that occur in the eye.
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Pathologic findings

(
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round in anila.ls show1

The general appearance 'Of the animal to be

normal except tor. hemorrhage from the nose and conge,tion and
hemorrhages of the conjunctiva of the eyes.

�t

The gross appearance

the external .race or the eyes shows them to be c.ongested and

the ve•sels

ot

the conjunctiva stand out prominently.

Th• lids ..

are congest� and swollen and there is increased lacrymation,
Su�conjuno'\hal hemorrhage• are not uncommon"
-i•

110

evi4�nce

of

abnormalityl

Iatevnal.17 _there

Micronopically the •1•

�.

Jlqatift

exc•pt for thoee change• noted in the gross exuiination.(-1)
Jxperltents performed on human beings· placin them la tli•
g

sitting and _recumbant positions at the 6Via'tion Ina\itute 1n
Berlin, found. that, in the sitting position proloa&e4 &OC.ler.U�Oll
beyond 5 G produced visual disturbances.

Whea the �oft •• 1 �

the r•cum\)a.nt peaitioa visual disturbance• de.. l:iped at 14..15.
although brain. and consci,ousneH were ·not aflected.(15)
great amount or w:ork tone

011

.,.

a•.
&.

this •bj ect and-. Siiil g�� .UIOl&at

being · done all the U.. it baa neen found that �· mo.ff llffMl
method

to

e6-\at t is condition

develppe bf tr�ni
contrution

or

th

ot.

"black out" ia tor the

pilot

to

t.he uee ·of' his abdominal �-·e aad �- 'tina.
• ( 4)

th6 T18Ual d�sturballOO of. the
Yen Diringaho .en cldias that
'
.
· n1er' are due to h

static changes. a lal.l in blood PT•e•r•, iii_

the cerebral arter es aa comp.-ed •.ith blood prea.•r• d · tb• •.i..i·
of the l1e�.(5) ·

t wo\lld .._ that ti. condition is the neult
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of some temporary vasculs.r �bnormality due to the effect of
centrifugal force, but it is still a matter of speculation as to
whether it 1s a cl.Jsturbance located peri,·herally in the eye or
centrally in the visual cortex.(33)
The influence of illumination on visusl acuity is of
considerable importance in aviation.
/

This has created several

problems some of which aave been worked out and others are still
in the experimental processes. It has been found impossible to
derive an exact formula to express the relationship bet•een the
factors of illumination and visual acuity, but it has been found
that from zero illumination visual acuity increases rapidly up
to 5-6 mean candle power, then more slowly up to a maximum between
30 and 50 candle power. Beyond 30-50 candle power visual acuity
diminsishes due to light aberration or blinding. The problem of
light in aviation therefore resolves itself into maintaining as
nearly as possible an optimum illumination.(l)
In daylight flying,on�y glare need be considered which is a
disturbing factor in the vision of air pilots, giving rise to

..

disturbance of visual acuity, accommodation and fields. flying
into the sun, above clouds, overwater, or in the tropics on a sunny
day exposes the pilots eyes to glare and in metal aircraft this may
occur when the suns rays are reflected from a part of the aircraft
structure into the pilot's eyes.(4)
With ascent the sun gradually loses its yellow color and bec11111es

whiter and whiter, at the san;e time, because of the decreass of dust
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\_..;
particles and gas molecules, the sky ap ...:ears relatively dark.
By actual measurement the sun ha, been found to be bright.er aa
altitude'*· increased such., that d 72,000 feet it is 1.2 times
.

that at aea level.
/

'!be 8Umt spectrum grows longer with altitude .
.

'

'

and th• liliori, al�ra-violet vavee ar� .notable increaHd.(l)

\lli\h

cont.b\toua or frequent e.xpoeure to the more anin:J.c ef'tecta

ot

sty and sunlight at high altitudfl may prodace conJu.nctival
.irritation Qr even c�njuneiivitis.(4) ·
The gl�e from 'the '7eflections may be �liminated to a 1...-•• _
degree quit• sa.�f'actorily by covering the offending_ part· or �·
Aleo glare

with a coat of dull paint.

�y 'be

· tintedlense'9 in gogglu in open airplane• or

· of the

b,n

redueed by the use of .

by

the use

ot

awa

oplffl\almio crown glass• free from viaible or ettec'$ive

striae, bubbles,· 01" tlawa which might impair the optical or villll&l
q":1alitiee

ot

the

'lett•.

The �int.ing of the giaaa ahoulcl conf,'orm:

that known .,a.a "cal.qiar" �. or ite . equiTalent.

t•

The dom.11ant hue of

. • tile glass · should be a age · green, and there . shouid be .
absorption band in the visible ep�otn.un but a hig-

no, qr�ac ,..

ab,or,fl.on

throughout- the ultr.a-Tiolet . and �,ar ,:Wra... red reglroita of, th• ·
spectnun.

The lenscta should.
'

be. ni"��ted in the. ·frames wi:Q�... ar$r.ain .

and the frame.a should be of such

-

a

material and c(nistTU.ction �,

. the lenses will �ot get oµt of, position with relatio� io the eyea
or to'.eaoh ot)ler,.(l)

\....J
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With a decrease in vision in the twilight hours there has been
an attempt made to find suitable filters to increase vision during
this period of the day without diminishing day vision, as the
sensibility of the eye is of great importance to the £lier at
these hours and for nocturnal flying.

Smoked glasses and yellowish

green Fiesal glasses of 20 per ceet permeability have been found
best, and an increased sensibility up to a 55 per cent maximum
could be maintained for three hours.(47)
The question of illumination at night is complicated by the
fact that both glare and under illumination may exist.

This is

due to the tact that the pilot should at all times be able to
clearl7 read his instruments and maps in the cockpit and at .. the
same time . be able to see the terrain in the darkness below.

It

has been fourid that these two requirements are incompatible with
each other a.nd it has been necessary to adopt a compromise.

At

the present time there are several methods employed in cockpit
lighting but the two most common are by indirect individual lights
and by a single· flood light located back 0£ and above the pilots
head. Both,, of these methods -utilize as low a degree of illumination
as possible so that interference with outside vision is reduced.
A new method of instrument lighting that is undergoing tests at
this time consists or ultra-violet illumination directed onto
the instrument panel which contains instruments having radium paint
dials.

The practlcability of this latter method or proof that the
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ultra-violet light used is not injurious to the. eyes has not as
yet been definitely determined.(l)
Another worker describes a series of experiments in using
red, blue, and white lights for pilot's cabins and comes to the
conclusion that the highest sensibility exists towards the white
light, the lowest towards the red. The difference between red
and blue light is so small that it is of no significance, but the
·white light gives us better conditions for distinguishing the
details, makes our viijion more acute, and is less fatiguing.

He

finds that the advantage or red{or blue) light ss compared with
white is greatly diminished by its'drawbacks, so he offers after
all to use the whit� light, but it should be eased by opal glass
and the light should not exceed 5 ex.

The lighting of the airdrome

should be similarly arranged, the lamps protected by opal glass
and then should not be brighter than 5 ex. so as to adapt the
pilot's eyes before the start.(27)
The present methods of illuminating instrument panels and cock
pits are capable of improvement. This is shown by . the large nuliiher
or complaints of eye strain among pilots engaged in night flyi�.
This strain is caused not only by the low illumination of the cockpit instruments, the necessity for the pilot's eye.s to continuously

accommodate for near and light in the cockpit and for far and dark

ness outside, but also it may originate from beacons, signal lig�ts,

flares, floodlights, and search· lights shining into the pilot's eyes • .(.l)
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While this is more of an engineering problem than a medical problem
it is one in which the medical profession and those in aviation
medicine are interested in very much.(22)
Of particular interest in night flying is the presence or
absence of night blindness or dark adaptation. �ark adapta�ion,
as the term implies, is the ability of the eye to adapt itself to
darkness.(!)

The phenomenon of adaptation to the dark is a very

definite function of one's visual apparatus and although this
· ability has been the subject of much study in physiological
laboratories, its possible importance in relation to airplane
pilots has been neglected till very recently.(30)
capable of two types or vision.

The eye is

The first is form and color sense

for which good illumination is necessary, and the second is light

..

sense which is detected in subdued light or twilight and is concerned
with night blindness.

Numerous studies have shown that there is

a definite relationship between visual purple regeneration in the
eye and Vitamin A and between avitaminosis and poor dark adaptation.(l)
Ferree and Rand have recently studied the problem of night flying
in its relation to dark adaptation and reached the following
conclusionsa
"In determining fitness for night flying important funetions to
be tested are (a) the ability to see at night and at low illumination
and the effect of dark adaption on this ability and (b) the amount
and speed of dark adaption.

In the latter function, the speed of
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adaption seems to be more iwportant than the amount.

The night

fl;er · needs especially the power to change his vision quickly
from the illuminated cockpit and instrument panel to the outside :,
wo�ld and back again.

Normal or better than normal sensitivity

in light adaption is or course also important.

The eyes that

are needed for night flying are the best of what might be called
the normal group, tb.at is, of those that have both good dark and
good light vision�

More important than speed· and range of adaption,.

however, is the place in the. scale of sensitivity in which the
�hange occurs.

That is, it is quite possibl.e that a candidate

might have a good range and speed or adaption and. dill a poor
pvwer to see at low illumination both at the beginniEJg E!Jld at the
end of.the period of dark adaptation •
obviously unfit for night flying.

.;>ueh a person. would be

To be fit for night flying the
'

\

candide.te must have a normal or better than normal rating in
power to see at low illumination at the beg.inning of the period
of dark adaptation and throughout its course •..
"Two functions are involved in the ability ·to see, namely, the
ability to sense light, or to discriminate difference in li&ht and.
brightness, and the ability to•discriminate de�ail, or what is
commonly called visual acuity.

Either or these may be used in test-

ing the ability to see ,t low illumination and the effect of dark
adaptation or this ability.''(17)
High speed of the modern airplane hue given such a value to
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time in its relation to space that any delay to visual reception
can at times prove hazardous, and if a pilot is slow in his adapt
ation he is necessarily flying blinded for a period greater than
normal.(30)
At the present time there is no generally accepted instrument
with which to measure night blindness, no standard examination
procedure, nor has an avsrage normal been zigreed upon but with
the great amount of work being done it is reasonable to assume that
these matters will be clarified shortly.(l)

Also it will be

necessary to adopt some practical standard test for determining
retinal sensitivity and adaptation of the eye to nocturnal conditions,
or a test for visual efficiency under night flying conditions. ( 22)
There is the problem of those pilots who have flown success
fully and suddenly experienced difficulty with the final stages of
their approach.

An approach which errors whithin so small a degree

as plus or minus five feet can end in severe accident.(28). As Chase
. has saids. "An eye with latent hyperphoria ( of more than one diopter)
will quickly tire and fail to see maps and instruments correctly,
expecially since accommodation is greatly diminished in the low
oxygen of high altitudes, and because the effort to focus the ray
of light on the retina is apt to induce a tonic action.of the
ciliary muscle of accommodation, as well as the internal recti
muscles which turrt the eyes in when viewing objects at close range.
This tonic action produces errors of distance judgement and leads
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to crashes in landings. 11 (10)

The repetition of these events culls

for a very careful examination of the binocular state.

The

disharmonies that heterophoria may produce in air-pilotage are
well known and proved, but

on

these very grounds a false jump to

conclusions must be carefully avoided. , Every discovered phoria
with a history of flying trouble is not for certain the absolute
root cause.

Mental and physical fatigue; the first indication of

some illness of slow onset; a growing dislike to flying; neurathenia
all these must be eliminated.

It usually h�ppens that the pilot

with a pure ocular muscle defect is anxious to return to the full
duties of his branch and resents the visual handicap which is
confining him to the ground.
Heterorh oria may occur as a result of proasthenia, from malaria,
or from head injury.

It is not by any means a condition that tenos

to persist once the primary cause, illness or accident, has cleared
up, but there undoubtedly are times when heterophoria remains as
a genuine state and requires active attention.

It is usually found

that such a condition is of the inherent type, which has been kept
within bounds in a body physically and mentalLy sound, but that
the constitutional upheaval has left its mark in a potentially
weak spot.(28)
Treatment, hitherto, has consisted of improving general physical
fitness by the usual hygienic measures, which affects the tonus and
coordination of the intra and extra.oculr muscles precisely like that
\,._./
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throughout the rest of the body and nothing further could be done.
Rest from excessive reading, improvement of lighting, and similar
suggestions were always recommended where applicable.(36)

Lately

there has been introduced the use of 0rthoptic training to aid in
overcoming this condition and associated conditions of defective
depth perception, deficient angle of convergence, and defi.cient
prism divergence. _At the present ophthalmic surgeons are divided
into two groups upon the merits of orthoptic treatment; manely, _those
who consider it most valuable and those who do not.

The reason

why this devision exists is because too little time is given to
analysis and too much to empirical treatment.

The great variety of

binocular disharmonies that are arranged under the group heading
of heterophoria are very real conditions, carrying with them often
extreme suffering. The relief that can be given by orthoptic
treatment in a great number of these cases is too well established
for argument.( 28)
Avie.tore constitute an ideal group for the correction of
heterophorias because of their vital interest.

The correction of

these defects is considered entirely feasible as well as an
economical procedure by the intelligent use of orthoptic equipment.
The fact that the flight surgeon is attempting to remedy a defect
hiherto practically untreated has a beneficial psychological effect
and tends further to strengthen the bond between the pilot and his
fli�ht surgeon.(36)

--- -

·,,.

- .'_,

In any event it is necessary always to form
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an opinion as to the o�timum time to attack the condition by
exercises. When symptomless heterophoria exists it is often

better left alone, and in symptom-producing cases no matter

what the method of treatment no time is wasted that is spent
on a complete survey of the patient's mental frwnework.(28)

Pilots sometimes experience disturbing optical illusions,
such as an over-estimation o{ the sizes of surfaces, the
landing

ground or. stretches of open water, and these

may

play

a

part in causing faulty landings. Even in civil flying, passengers
especially may be

intriqued, if not upset, by

false impressions
of
a

the position of buildings, the contour of the landing-ground, a.nd
the appareni movement of stationary objects. The last named
phenpmenon is, of course, analogous to the sensation we have all
. experienced when, in a train which is moving slowly and quietly,
we conceive that we are stationary and other trains are in movement.
Little in the way of treatment for this condition has been introdu.ced.(4)
In the past goggles have been part of the standard equipment
of all pilots. When flying in a plane with an open cockpit goggl�H
must be worn, however, most of the modern types of airplanes are
constructed with an enclosed cockpit and thus eliminates the uee
·of the goggles. ·Goggle• from the start have b1'£ered sner.i
uneatiatactory conditions.

They have been uncomfortable and ill

fitting, too hot in summer and f'og over in the winter, sad th& field

of binocular fixation has bee.n small although this has been imppoved
aomtJWhat recently •. The f'ield of binocular fixation of the st114dard.
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flying goggle when shown by a composite field constructed from
the results of examination of fift;y flying cadets give� the binO:
cular field of fixation with this goggle to be slightly mo.re than
20 degrees, eatending to 30 degrees in the inferior f'ie.ld.

It is

evident that this field is suff.iciently large for safe and efficient
flying, as the greater part of the flying performed the last few
years hal!I been with· this or a similar type of goggle.(43)
•

1

'

Also,

•

Friedenwaid has shown �hat 20 degrees is about the limit of' the
bino cular i field utilized by a person under usual circumstances. (18)
The ioggle pads should be made from molded sponge rubber and
co,nform e*actly to the shape or the fac�. The fit must be accurate
I
to avoid 4iscomfort from pressure effects or from leakag.e of air
I
I
I

although ,ome ventilation is necessary.

The lenses should conform

to the recquirements and be or high quality.

Good lenses are

expeneiv.e but they are one of the very best investments any pilot
.can DJake.(l)

Lately lenses have been furnished in which presbyop,ic

segments ar-e inserted, .and are placed so there is, no interrex-ence
with distant vision.

These have proved to be very satisfactory

in reading the instrument board, reading maps while in flight and
for ai.milar purposes. Oorrectione for distant vision have been
ground in goggle lene•a, bttt 'thie procedure hu not pz,oved aa
satisfactory al!I �he presby<>pic correction.

A spectacle frame

d.,esigned to be wora under the goggle has proved to be sat.istactory
in ma�y instanc·es.( 43)

:tven the best goggles are inherently
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unsatisfactory; in the past, and in certain instances quite recently
marked eye disc�fort and serious eye defects have been traced to
the use of improper goggles.(!)
, The ocular functions are affected by nose and throat i.nf'ecti.p.n•
and �a:, iresu!t. in a vi11tuil neurocircul,atory. dia���anc.ilta.
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findings of depth perception are inconsista.nt and any defect is
believed to be mainly due to muscular imbalance�

The test with

the M·:1ddox rod shows a definite tendency toward esophoria.

This

finding was constant, rradual and progressive; and it is explained
as a weaking of the external rectus supplied by the abducens nerve.
This nerve;il the weakest of the crainial nerves and is affected
in almost any type of cerebral lesion and is 1-'robably slightly
weakened by alcohol.

The act of accommodation shows no appreciable

or signficant change.

The angle of convergence showed '-' definite

constant and gradual progressive decrease, and is probably due to
a diminished muscle tonus and muscular control.
The ocular manifestations of moderate intoxication disappear
within a few houra, and the findings of a check up examination done
10 hours later shows practically no variation f,rom the normal findings
before the administration of alcohol.(31)
Incident to the ear studies consideration of the oto-optic
reflex has resulted in observing that when both ears are violently
stimulated there may be observed a dilation of both pupils.

This

is interpreted as a cervical sympathetic, stimulative reaction.
Nystagmoid movements, usually to the left, regardless of whether
one has right or left cerebral dominance, a blurring of vision,
with the letters apparently shifting slightly, ·to the left and a
definite disturbance of depth perception and, in a few cases, a
transitory vertigo have also been observed.

It is believed, therefore,
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that there is a possibility of hazard if viole�t static dischw-ge
occurs in both ear phones at a critical. moment of passing ove1·
obstructions.

The pilots seem to have sensed this possibility

tor they usually remove the ear phones Before coming 1rn tor a
landing andfl.us eliminating this hazard.(2.1)
It is also important t_o b&e.r -in mirld the effect of fatigue on
the _ocular J!ll,.tscle' balance.

Th• tatigu e may result from exc eaaive

. flying and air activity, or, may be due to outside activiti,es of
;arious natures.

This fatigue, which is easily meaauraltJ.e, hu

marked effect on the intergrated activities of the eye mu1�les1
it ha.a a tendency to cauae errors in Judgem�11t; and hu a. marted
bearing on the speed or aCIJt,tstment in individuals of _all ages,
more notably so as age progeesses.

With the work th-.tJ ha• alre&�f

been done on this subject of fatigue, it shows that those aviat�n
who· have a good convergence test usu-ally are able to reairit viaual
fatigue for a longer period than those who do not.(25)
Orthoptic equipment offers possibilities from 'the standpoint·
ot developing new teat for the measurement or the eye functions
and the silpl,ftation

ot -present

tests, and subsequent study .11J8.J

a-vailabl• at
of tatigue than are.
indexes
bring ou:t more reliable
.
'
'
'

.

preeent.

Th• study ot fatigue and the time ot r�conr, 1:s an ilapori

ant phase or the experimental sid·e of aviation medicine that baa
had only the surfac.e scratohed and offers much in the
necessary better ·und�rstal'l4ing.{34)
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Conclusions a
The field or aviation medicine is a relatively new subject
and has developed ver1 largely since World War I, with aviation
and aviation medicine being intimately associated with ea.ch other.
The value o-f the eye and its normal functions were recognised
very early by those first interested.

The piloting or aircraft

demands good balanced vision, becal.lse or the high speed at which
airplanes travel, the necessity of avoiding .obstacles in the air,
the judgement or distance in take-offs and landing�• the neceHity
of correctly interpreting colored signals and lights, the ability
to recognize the gl".ay horizon at night, and the necessity of rocusAag
the eyes on distaat objects, then the instrument panel and from
there to the maps on the knees· and back again.
As the eyes are or the utmost importance the ocular examination
is searching.

The examiner tries to nfake sure the visual acuity,

mus.cle balance, depth perception and visual judgema.nt along with
other ocular functions of the pilot -are perfect and £ullfil all the
requirements

ot

regulations of the Military wervices and the ..apartment

ot Commerce.
Many problems have been presented to those in care of the flfin&
personnel since the advent of flying.

Many of the problems have been

worked out satisfactorily while others have only been partially solved.
· Altitude has a d.efinite effect on the ocular functions and the ettects
can be remedied largely , by the use of' oxygen.
,

al.so have definite effects on the e:ye, and although a great amount

U
.

Speed and acceleration

'
'

c'i:°*'Y' ¥.
___._:Ji

1,
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of study has been carriei,. out little has been dis.covered that

will control the conditions.

Glare from the sun and

refl... ons

along with glare at night from the cockpit lights and outside'

'

conditions creates a vel"J definite problem.

The glare or daylight
,

can be C'Ontrolled to a considerable degre�·by the u-ee

ot ,cblll

�
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